Dedication
The Asterisk provides a worthy
challenge for you to unfold the potentialities of your fine young mind~.
Minds which have the capacity to doubt
and to believe, to reach out to the
galaxies and to deceive themselves
about the simplest things, to conceive
the hightest ethical standards and to
plot the most evil deeds, you have
disciplined for imaginative and creative expression of goodness, truth and
beauty in art and literary forms.
The pursuit of excellence is a most
desirable goal for all human endeavors, but especiall - so for art and literary expression. Too often it is a "willo-the-wisp." You have proved that it
need not he that, because you have
nlade a deliberate choice to use your
nlinds to reach out, to aspire, to be
aware, to dream, to love, and, indeed,
to conceive and create brave new ideas
in the pursuit of excellence of which
this Asterisk is a product.
There is no experience better designed to acquaint one with the excellence of thought and expression of
\\rhich our young people are capable
than the creation of a distinguished
\vork like this Asterisk.
My deepest appreciation and· highest compliments to all whose imaginative spirit and hard work will influence
others to know and pursue this course
of excellence.
Dr. Simon E. Babel, Principal
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Far more than hollow reverberations whirling in empty minds, concepts, thoughts, the knowledge of life
are echoes resounding through the wide
caverns of time. Echoes are whispering
reflections-the wisdom (Jf ages shining
into the mind and soul of a far-reaching
today-for there is no completely original, novel idea.
Learning and the acquisition of
knowledge delve deeply into the total
cognizance of the world. Conceptsthe Echoes of preceding generationshave lived and will live indefinitely.
So will the words of the present, a~d
even thoes yet unwritten, enrich future
minds.
With pride, this edition of "Asterisk"
presents Echoes of life as reflected
upon by Lowrey students, Class of '69.
Using Eohoes, they )have developed
the stirring ideals, the fresh hopes,
Echoes that will perhaps guide tonlor,row.
Sincerely,
Catherine A. Warner, Editor
Jane R. Blann, Assistant Editor
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the horizon and studded across a vast
grotesquely through the trees that
stretched their hideous, bony fingers
mockingly to the heavens. The air
was deathly still- frightening - and
the silence echoed .over the cinder

D liver Us
by Jane BlannThe sky was streaked
the sun seethed
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sun, once
dark and
\vithered-exhausted by its futile 'struggles. The wind died into a hoarse whisper-shuddered and ceased. The a!r,
suddenly chilling and damp, hung life·
less over the land.
~.,

Foreboding cloud) crouched over
blackness. An icy white moon danced
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shadows
retreated sulkily to their deep recesses.

All was deathly still, now. Below,
the vapor settled deeper over the land,
sinking its claws to the bosom of the
earth. It hung like a leech to its prey
and sucked the life from its powerless
victim. It was triumphant.
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34
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The Unheard Plea
I wander through each day
Sometimes aimlessly, sometimes ambitiously,
Sometimes brave, sometimes afraid..
Each of the days in my life represent a wave··
A lv-ave just rolling over and over
With no destiny, until
Suddenly it splashes against a lonesome cliff;
So ending another day.
But, am I not just another wave?
Traveling through life, a student of nature.
I have no manifest destiny,
Just an ignorant soul among great intellects,
Seeking an individual identity and striving for existence.
Please stop the world and let me find myselfBefore I smash into the clift
-John Chmela
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Cold, piercing, boreal·,
Dense is the stillness that suffocates
The people, the stupified ones on the street;
People bundled and hurrying home to their
White warmth, white cornfo .

And yet··
Ther0 stands huddled
in a door\vay
of a building
-'8 man..-Ionely, friendless.
"We do not want you here," said they.
"Find some other place," said they.
"Your kind we do not serve,"
The white ones jeered.

And so··

-Vanessa Schweitzer

The Christmas Scr oge
Every Christmas has its scrooges,
B'ut have they a reason to be?
Material aspects have stolen the glory
_l'hat should be directed towards Thee"
More familiar to children 'are Sa~ta and Rudolph
Than the Son, Jesus Christ, our Lord.
On Saturday visiting Santa··
On Sunday at church they are hored.
No scrooge, I am not condoning,
But this is the worldly reward..·
A Christmas that's merry and joyous,
Yet remembering the birth of our Lord.

-Pam Winnard

After The Beautiful Red Ribbon Is Cleaned Up
Outside my window it's bitter cold
The ground is frozen and hard,
The wind is silent at night.
The sky is black and tarred.
Still hearts are warm in this arctic cold
They're full of love and charity,
This feeling of joy engulfs the land
And for a while there's Christmas tranquility.
The lov~ and friendship's but a plastic toy.
The balteries will soon run out,
The toys? They'll all go back to the store
And hate and suspision will reign throughout.
So when I see a "Christmas'; lnan --on the street
Who greets me insi;ncere,
I j list smile, 'cause it won't last long
He'll be drunk and intolerable come the New Yearo

-John Chmela
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Make-Believe

8

by Jan Thostenson
The circus. Fun, clowns, bare-back
r-ides, excitement, and I ,vas going
there now. The night ,vas cold and
snowy. Our breath looked like smoke
billowing from a train. It was all perfect. Once we were inside the coliseum
the smell of cotton candy, popcorn,
hay, animals-the feel of excitement
and an~iety-over-powering.
People look and seem so different
in this ahTIosphere. Here, they forget
their problems and troubles and become completely involved in the circus' magic and mystery. -They i~agine
themselves, and for a while are, the
woman on the trapeze, the man shot
out of the cannon, the silly clowns, or
even the ferocious animals. They feel
&s 'brave as the lion tamer, graceful as
the tight-rope 'walker, dexterous as the
juggler. No longer limited by class,
financial position or society's rules,
they can visualize themselves as doing
S'omething or being someone they never
could be, Make-belie,-e. Beautiful!
I was entranced all the whileengrossed in each performer's stepenchanted by their feats~enthralled
by strange, foreign animals.
The my3tical, magical circus, its
sights and its smells, still held me spellbound even after all was over. On our
way to the car, I saw the trailer that
belonged to the star performer. Want..
ing to see the interior, I ran over
there. I imagined it as a castle, spotless, everything glistening, mounds of
savory food on the table -set for a banquet, a wardrobe of beautiful sparkling
costumes. Magnificent. However, when
I peered through the window, I saw
dusty beer bottles on a tiny, tattered
table; old, dingy, dull costumes half
hanging in the closet. I walked away,
disappointed and disillusioned.
On winding my way back to the
car, I saw several attendants taking
the animals back to their quarters. What
in the ring appeared to be sleek, jungle
captives were really painted, bedraggled creatures witli muddy, matted fur
Another bubble broken. Reality replaced ,make-believe.

-The
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My chastened life:
simple and unadorned.
It is grey here in my little niche.
I am drifting with
the current of life.
Not living - drifting.
Soon I am overcome with
silence
and my heart becomes a rock.
My emotions are petrified,
all is paralyzed
as I sit meditating.
Although my soul is transfixed,
my little niche has sprouted wings,
and is lost in blue.
And it finds itself in a nunnery,
a monastery, a dungeon.
All is quiet.
Now I am part of all.
My imagination has liquidated
and is spreading all over the earth.
My spirit is in
the spirit of everything that exists.
Every leaf, every bird, every clump of earth.
My niche has been bleached white.
Everything is pure and untouched,
and I am as meek as a lamb.
My soul has reopened and
I escape into the bright orchards,
where the trees of knowledge subsist.
The bright orchards, misty with amber spice, '
and their boughs, hsavily laden with
the silence of the centuries.
-Emily Wayrynen
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A Christmas Gift
What do you want for Christmas
I do not know.

?

The Answer

Dimensior

One could get most anything,

From clothes, to toys,

or snow.
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Do you want a new dress ?
Or maybe a sweater or (wo ?

If

Here is what

I'll

and bow"

you don't know, I'lltell you,

l,ll
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Carefnee"
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And you may be surprised.
But if you listen closely,
You'll know each choice is

tnothq
t}em. Dcaf n
:rs the

wise.

The te!!ryft
the meadorethe air.

Faith is a most preciou.s grft
To be treasured when received.

And Hope will gtrn" your heart a lift,
When it's so hard to believe.
But the greatest gift of ail,
Is fine to grve or get;
LOVE is this wondrous gift . . .
Do you have it yet?
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Friendship
One man's friendship is want,
One man's friendship is will;

With these two friend-"hips together,
The world won't stand still.
-Linda
t2

Dimensions

Of Childhood

Ears pricked and muzzles
,vet, they bow and moo
and bow.
Carefree, awkwardtramping o'er the dewey
hills and dales.
Uninhibited, untouched
as the landscape around
them. Deaf to the world.
The tempting smell of
the meadows-permeatinng
the air.
Life is a green, green meadowlong blades, and soft blossoms,
cooling rains, and enchanting fogs
-tempting to the eye.
The soft brown eyes,
the innocent eyesstill blind, unknowing.
Bowing, they muzzle the
floor of the meadow, stooping
to eat of life .
And learn.
-Emily Wayrynen
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Frorn Me To Him
I sat indoors and watched them pl"y
On the winter's cold, snowy duy.
I cried until my heart did break,
And then I endeavored to bake a cJke.
TheduywaSdullandvery11.I6.....
And soon I sang my.',f -orite'song:
It spoke of ilIary, Jesus, and God,
.s And how we're children of the sod.
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Excursions

I

by Pam Winnard
It all began in the spring of t
I had j ust ieturned from a rrechnr
retreat with the glrl scouts, and lr
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that the Fairlane is the cheaPert G
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least favorite color, and includcr I

extra features.
It really wasn't too bad-he n
like a beauiy. By '65, however, Sc b
become our second car and wfls lr
mainly to take my father hact r
forth io work. He loved that e&r- I q
remember how he'd brag to mY n
about how he had never Put & PGil
in her except for B&s, and what t lt
able little car she was.
Toward the end of 'ffi I becam
Er
licensed driver. Naturally; the'63*Ht
lane, which I Ilater tagged
Beauty", becarne the car in whicl
most of mY ti-1 M(
was to spend
and dud always claimed our Poilir
and I did little complaining becaw
rvas far better off than most of !
friends-or was l?

Excursions In
by Pam Winnard
It all began in the spring of '63.
I had just returned from a weekend
retreat with the girl scouts, and R3 I
approached the house, a new black
car, shiny and bright, was parked outside. It was beautiful, or so I thought.
N O\V I realize how little it took to
please me in the line of cars before I
became a licensed driver.
Actually it was a hideous car and
a choice my father ha~ evidently made
vvithout consulting my mother. The car
was a '63 Ford Fairlane. I might add
that the Fairlane is the cheapest car
Ford makes. She was uphol tered, very
~ paringly, in brilliant red 'which is my
least favorite color, and includes no
extra features.
It really wasn't too bad-she ran
like a beauty. By '65, however, she had
become our second car and wa3 used
rn.ainly to take my father back and
forth to work. He loved that car. I can
remember how he'd brag to my mom
about how he had never put a penny
in her except for gas, and what a reliable little car she was.
Toward the end of '66 I became a
licensed driver. Naturally-, the'63 Fairlane, which I Ilater tagged "Black
Beauty", became the car in which I
was to spend most of my time. Mom
and daq always claimed our Pontiac,
and 1 did little complaining because I
,vas far better off than most of my
friends-or was I?

Black Beauty
It began with little things. For
instance the radiator over-heating. Dad
had a simple solution. I was to keep
fouf one-gallon bleach containers filled
with water in the back seat at all times,
and every time the temperature guage
moved towards the big H, I was to
add some water. Not difficult at allafter I found the radiator.
When the gas guage went on the
blink I really didn't give it much
thought. Keeping track of the miles
that my father and I drove, I was
sure, would present no real problem.
As a matter of fact, we devised a nifty
little system. Whenever we pulled into
~ gas station to have the tank filled,
we recorded the mileage on the plasticcoated, cardboard visor. All was well
for the next couple of months as Dad
kept everything straight. However, as
the visor became more and more unreadable, .and the mathematics involved
to figure out just when I was going to
run out of gas began to trouble me, I
just gave up. It is not unusual for me
to run out of gas at least once a week.
I had another problem. I would be
driving along and the engine would
suddenly quit, and I would coast to a
stop on the side of the road. After
sobbing hysterically at the wheel for
a number of minutes, these minor catastrophe3 don't even bring a whimper
out of me now. I would nervously
try to start her up, and surprisingly
enough she would start. I'd make a
bee-line to the nearest Mobil gas sta-
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tion, never finding out what the problem lvas.
The only other problem dealing
with the running condition of "Black
Beauty'o lvas the d"y I lost the muffler
in the middle of a raging rain storm.
Well, not actually lost it because that
would have been simple. I would have
ju;t kept driving. It had rusted part
way off and the other part \{as connected sturdily to the car. A little old
man stopped to help me and actualll'
luy in a puddle and sawed the muffier
the rest of the way off. Daddy \r:as less
than pleased when I arrived home.
Not long ago "Black Beaut1." rt as
involved in her first accident. It was
a rainy, slippery evening and it was

just one of those things. The door
on the driver's side was completely

Time! Te
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wrecked, but my father came through
with an inexpensive, creative way to
fix it. He cut the damaged portion
out, painted a piece of aluminum blacls,
and bolted it in place. Mission accom-
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ol' "Black Beauty" is parked
in front of the house right now. She's
Good

missing the shine and luster she once
had, and she isn't running quite like
she should be either. She's missing a

few

essentials

in the interior-radio,
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Time! Tennessee! Turnpike!
by Jim Baker
Although my parents have lived in
l\1ichigan for over ten years now, they
still consider "Home" to be in Tennesee. Well, there comes once a year a
time for going back home to the little,
one street town where everyone knows
everyone and no one tries to be someone else. Instead of sirens and trains
one hears crickets and frogs. No traffic
jams frustrate people; no people frustrate each other. One can walk the entire distance of the town at night without the threat of being molested in any
\,yay. Life is slo\,y, slower than in the
big cities, and this is good. For life
need not be hastened. It has a speed
of its own that is far too rapid.
The trip to Tennesee, to me, is enjoyable because I have always enjoyed
the scenery. It is not the most breathtaking landscape in America, but it is
amazing in comparison to the terrain
of Dearborn Heights, Michigan. The
family would vote on whether to take
the regular, more scenic highways or
those dreadful turnpikes that go on
endlessly in the same direction at the
same altitude. One might say the turnpikes save time, but no, they really
waste time. For time must not and
cannot be saved, it is to be enjoyed.
The scenery does not and probably
never will attract my father's attention
as he drives. It's as if he sees a distant
point ahead and stares straight at it
until it is reached; then spots another
one and sets out to run it down. He
wouldn't see any less if we took a subway the entire distance. And, I must
admit, it would be more exciting than
trqveling eight hundred miles atop a
virtually endless stretch of cement and
tar built for the useless purpose of
"saving time." It really seems as though
people believe time can be hoarded up
into a quantity and drawn out later
by the use of something equivalent to
a check. Well, they'll wish they would
have lived life to its fullest when those
checks start bouncing and they find
they have run out of time.
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Oul of Pla,mNo true ffiemd
Mad' sane' ffi

Lonely
Lonely. Isolation. Why?
Groups. Happiness & fun? A drag?
One and only one. All wrong. Why?
Antisocial though not. Get what comes by.
Out of .place. Always three.
No true friend. Want no love.
Mad, sane, or confused?
-Jan Thostenson
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Silence
Silence-a whisper
That no one can hear.
A sound which enchants
Gives form to our fears.
Silenceo to some is
A musical songTo others it's sadness
Perhaps it is wrong.
Silence

is

golden

As some people say,
To some it's a fearful
Shadow

A

of gray.

nothingness present,

Yet sometimes it holds.
A silence tells someone

A lot-yet untold.
Silence to someonhA nightmarish dream,

O,r silence to someone
answer his shemes.

M"y

A

silence

is

present,

It's mystical tone
&y _hold a deep meaning
Which to each is his own.

--Pam
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A Day at Dave's
by Sharon Karapetoff
Years ago my family and I took
annual vacation trips up north and
stayed at Dave's Motel. Dave was a
very friendly man with a wife, Sally,
and three children, Susie, Cathy, and
Davy. They were all very nice, and
we knew them very well from our continuo us trips there.
Davy and I were the same age,
ten years old, and I admired him very
much. However, he did not notice me
even though I tried earnestly to capture his attention. Finally, the day before we were scheduled to leave for
home arrived, I knew I must do something that would definitely attract him.
We were planning to go to the lake
that afternoon, and I asked my father
to invite Dave and his family to come
along since I knew I would not see
Davy for another year. He consented
although just the children came. This
made me even happier.
When we arrived at the lake I took
out my large float and ran into the
shallow,,, ater with all the other kids.
This float "'- as my only means of keeping above the ,vater since I could not
swim. While in the water, I watched
Davy continuously and paddled my
float wherever he went. Finally, he
noticed me and asked if he could get
on the float, too. I was so overjoyed
that I jumped up from my pO~Ulon,
and in doing so, the float slid out from
under me and I toppled into the water.
I felt I was going to drown, but much
to my surprise I was saved, not by my
true love, but by my angelic sister,
who ruined my one and only chance
to pursue my hero. I felt I would
rather have drowned instead of facing
the heckling that would follow this
minor catastrophe of mine. I must say,
that was the one thing Davy noticed
about me, even though I had not intended it as such. From then on I was
fully content just watching Davy
and overjoyed by a quick glance he
might accidentally pass me.
After that exciting and embarassing afternoon, I was more than happy
to make the long journey home.
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What Can Va' Do?
What can ya' do
When ya' know what to do
Yet ya' just can't seem
to do it?
Where do ya' start
When ya' know that it's right
Yet ya' just can't seem
to begin it?
And where do ya' go
When ya' start on your way
And they just can't see
you've begun it?
You must keep on going,
You cannot give up-

A Plan For

IVlng

We squander health in search of wealth
We plan, we toil, we save.
Then squander wealth in search of health,
And all we get's a grave.
Now while we have a chance let's plan
Our qualities to test;
To make our lives so useful
Our memory will be blessed.
If we all follow through this way,
Each working for the best,
The perfect life will come to stay,
And God will do the rest.

The Lioness
by Emily Wayrynen
"Yes, they had been a handsome
couple." He set the photograph back
in his drawer and turned out the light.
"They did look well together." His
f~ther, tall and blond, strong arms.
She rather small and plain. Very much
English. She had callused hands and
long, well-trained fingers. "What was
her name? Ah, yes, Camille, that was
it. Camille. Edward and Camille." He
thought of it over and over. It haunted
him. "Edward and Camille." Like a
lioness stalking her prey.
He thought of his mother. "Where
\\Tas she?" The petite woman he'd never
known. The perfumed hands he'd never
touched. "Where was she?" The lioness made her move carefully. "She's a
servant in a - tea house, or an apple
seller on a street corner, 6r a prostitute in some slummy village. She could
be one of a thous1and things and be in
one of a thousand places."
"Wh - had they done it?" The lioness moved. "Had they meant to get
involved? What did Camille do? What
did she do "\ hen an Oriental beauty
stole her husband right from under
her nose?" The lioness sprang. "My
mother! Why did it have to be my
mother?"
"Did Ed\vard really fall in love with
my mother? Edward, my father."
Suddenly he bolted out of his bed,
and, turning on a light, he stared directly into a mirror. He was beautiful.
Dark, dark brown hair, tall, very Oriental featured, and bright blue eyes.
He climbed baCk into bed. "Poor
Camille," he su~denly laughed out loud,
"Poor Camille." He turned over and
went to sleep. The lioness was quiet.
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An Untouchable Love
by Scott McAnally

A young figure of 28, in another
part of the world, sits as he waits to
he fed. It is early in the' evening.
:Fading to rest in ~he beginning darkness, the sun diminishes the old day,
for my friend, whom we shall call
Gustav, who thinks in the unconsciousness of a daydreamer, about the oncoming night. Yes, this night among
others was going to be a fantasy of
dreams, all in one.
He is fed a good meal by the helper
but leaves a good portion of it, for
he is very excited-like a child having
to drink his milk before going to the
circus. He is finished and the helper
readies him for the occasion. The time
has come for the helper to be taking
him to the concert theater, and they
walk with haste to the car. Gustav
gets into the car through a previously
opened door.
The drive to th~ theater is a meager
distance, but for Gustav, it is long and
perilous. He thinks of his love for
Illusic to help pass the time. As he
thinks, he considers his favorite instrument, the viola. He plays well, yes,
very well, and he knows it. But this
now is a thing of the past.
At last he arrives. The door opens
and he steps out and stares unceas-,
ingly at the grandeur of the theater.
But in an instant, his thoughts were
rudely intenrupted as a f\1'm hand
guided him through the entrance. He
is escorted to his seat by the helper.
Here, he ponders in all its magnificence, the spiritual presence of Bach,
Beethoven, Brahms, Tchaikovsky, and
others. He then gazes at all the laborious carvings and paintings which clothe
the immense walls of the theater.

He realizes that these old works of
art have heard the formidable echoes
of vibratious songs written by the kings
of music genius. In a brief moment, he
"rill he thrust into the midst of a single
composition of glorious music by angel-toned violins and violas, to the
evil throbbing and drone of the tympani.
A few moment~ pass, and then a
subtle silence slowly creeps over the
audience. Gustav sits and fixes his
sight on the large, dark, satin curtains
as if something is going to be presented to him that he has never imagined or set eyes on before. The curtains slowly rise with elegance and
poise. Gustav closes his eyes in hopes
of concealing the orchestra. He must
only hear the passages of strong. influential music. He thinks to himself
that this must be so, as to let his mind
dance on priceless notes with the beauty and grace of Terpsichore.
With eyes closed, he hears the light
tapping of the baton upon the podium.
A brief moment of silence, and then
quietly, as if a song goddess is giving
birth to new notes of grand beauty,
the "flutes slide down to the violas and
basses. ,Here' the imagination plays a
lead rote in Gustav's mind at it portrays the notes while the music glides
breathlessly from ear to ear.
A sudden burst of all instruments
in complete vigor startles Gustav, hut
in the same instant he gives forth a
grin, a unique satisfaction that no one
else may enjoy but Gustav.
The music quietly simmers to a
death song. 'The entrance of golden
horns brin~ging a tear to his eye, for the
magnificence is much too good for people to hear and enjoy. Yet he understands it was created to hear, and recieves the full appreciation of it.

music
it into
Pre:e
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love.

Gustav sits for hours thriving on
the music. With eyes closed during
this time he visualizes it dancing and
singing, imagines it growing, hears
it die and come to life again. Time
passes too quickly and now the performance is over. He reluctantly leaves
the theater. Again he is escorted to he
car and gets in through the previously
opened door.
Nothing is said or imagined on
the returning trip. Gustav now feels that
the return ride is much too fast.
He arrives at home and gets out of
the car by a door that was already
opened by the helper.
He is helped to his room and is
readied for a long slumber. But for a
few moments he sits at his bedside
staring at his most prized possession,
the viola. It sits on its stand in a
corner, nicely polished by his helper.
Once this object of beauty was capable of producing the same warm tone
as that brought forth by musicians
that evening. Gustav used to be a part
of that very orchestra. Yes, as I said
before, he played very well-no, excellent; he ,vas a leader among his
fellow musicians. He used to produce
fine music from his viola. His love for
music \\ as unmeasurable, and he put
it into his viola.
Presently, he thinks of himself, as
he reluctantly looks at his body. He
follows, with his eyes, his long arms
down to the stubs. You see, Gustav hasno hands. He shuts his eyes and lies
down toa comfortable bed to dream
of the past night and his untouchable
love.
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Final Destiny
by Sharon Karapetoff
M-e-o-w! M-e-e-e-o-o-o-w-w!! The
old lady knew she must get up to let
:Forgotten in, even though it was 6 :23
in the morning. She hated to be awakened by Forgotten so early because she
knew that she would not be able to go
back to sleep again, and sleep was the
only means she had of escaping from
the lonely day ahead. M-e-e-o-o-w-w!!!
There was Forgotten again. "Okay,
okay, I'm a'comin'!" she sighed. She
opened the door about two minutes
later and the cat scampered through
the kitchen. The old lady strained to
see the clock again. Yes, it was onI)
6 :25 a.m. and the start of another
.never-ending day. She pulled a chair
from the kitchen table and sat down
a~ she diq each morning.
She began to think of her past life
-a happy one indeed, when her husband and son were right here with
her. She remembered the happiest times
they shared with each other. She pictured herself sitting in their old blue
Chevrolet going out for a Sunday afternoon drive, taking a heaa-ty picnic
lunch along to eat in the country. She
remembered -ner son's surprise party
,on his twelfth birthday and saw his
happy face glowing above the candles
as th~y all sang "Happy Birthday, dear
Johl,lhy." She recalled when she and
her husband would sit together and

listen to the radio on the quiet summer
evenings, cracking the fresh chestnuts
they bought from the market. Yes,
those were the years gone by, so long
yet so short a time.
Forgotten suddenly jumped on her
lap and brought her back from her
faraway thoughts. She stroked the cat's
silky white fur as it purred softly and
nudged her hand with its warm nose.
The sun was beginning to rise above
the horizon now, ,but it did not brighten her thoughts. She could think only
of her loved ones and how she'd missed
them through the many dark months
that lay behind.
She felt a little different today,
however. She felt as if her husband
and son. were sitting right there next
to her in their usual places. In fact,
.she could almost hear their breathing
and actually see them sitting there beside her around the little wooden table.
She suddenly remembered she must get
breakfast for them now 80 they would
not be late getting to work. She quickly
jumped to her feet, dropping the cat
to the floor and the neXt instant falliI.lg
herself to the cold linoleum. She lay
sprawled on the floor beside the cat,
her hand limply resting on Forgotten's
sleek body. A contented smile shone on
,her face for she, too, had now reached
her destiny.

DONNA
by P.M.S.D.
The aisle was dresed in white, and
flowers were scattered from side to
side. The candles burned brightly along
the altar and windows. The guests were
hushed and all was silent. The music
began to play Lohengrin's March. It
was then that I saw her and I trembled!
The soft gold of her hair fell about her
shoulders like sunbeams from heaven.
Her small blue eyes sparkled with the
radiance within her heart.
OUf eyes met just then and the
corners of her soft lips turned into a
small and lovely smile. A lump filled
my throat as the small, petite figure
came closer to me. The world left my
thoughts and my whole being became
centered on the young woman walking
slowly, but sure of her destination. I
realized ho\ innocent yet mature she
was
ith the white lace looking so
much a part of her light complexion.
The veil around her face could not
conceal the happiness shining around
her. Her cheeks were blushed with delight. I smiled at her then and her small,
rather turned up nose wrinkled with
embarassment. Glancing at the hands
that held the delicate nosegay I asked
myself, "Why do they shake so?" I
knew I really shouldn't wonder for mine
were shaking too!
The music stopped, she had arriY,ed!
Her father held her arm tightly entwined in his. A tear gently rolled
down his cheek as she touched his
cheek with her kiss. The minister began the ceremony and her father
looked at me and spoke the words,
"her mother and I give her into your
charge." He patted her hand and tenderly placed her arm in mine.
She looked into my eyes searching
for my thoughts. She sighed as she
found the love which was in my eyes.
Then we both began to breathe very
easily in the comfort of each other's
love.

f'
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The Genius
Laiden heavily
And bored to death,
The genius goeschy
Without a breath.

'YY·eary e -es c

and
they say
can feel mebut perchance they are lying to me,
so that i won't be hurt by
the truth-

-Emily Wayrynen
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He ",-as small and f
Eyer -time I sa ,·ould run to me
Each time he ·0
Bu I didn't min : f
It , asn't long, e
passed R\ -a.. ;" r '"e
Then, his small
He went out into
my heart ,,-hie
I will never forge

God for the . e

EVE OF NOVEMBER
A desperate turkey searche3 hungrily
For a small, but meaningful morsel of food..·
Only to be eaten
For Thanksgiving dinner.
- John Chmela

The Glass Wi

ows

My weary eyes can see him cleary;
He was small and full of life;
Everytime I saw him and he saw me, he
would run to me with great joy.
Each time he would take :l piece of my heart;
But I didn't mind, for my heart was his to take.
It wasn't long, before the good tilnes we: had
passed away like the minutes upon the clock.
Then, his small body changed into that of a man;
He went out into the world with a piece of
my heart, which was a part of me
I will never forget, I'll just give glory to
God for the time I was given.
- Sandy Erway
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Making Money The Hard Way
hy Vanessa Schweitzer

Don't let anyone say that babysitting is an easy way to make money!
To those inexperienced believers, I say
that they should spend five hours with
Julie, a seven..year old, and her fivemonths old sister, Kimberly.
A typical night begins with my
goodbye to Julie's parents as they leave
me with their children. The front door
no sooner closes than Julie, free from
her parents, decides that she's in the
mood to play cowboys and Indians,
her version of which is tying me to
the staircase and heating me over the
head with her baton. She doesn't realize that a sixteen-year old girl doesn't
play cowboys and Indians!
By the time I have untied myself,
Kimberly is screaming for her bottle.
Feeding her is not such a difficult job;
it's just finding out fhat while I was in
the nursery, Julie was in the newlycarpeted living room, spilling onion
clip and crumbling greasy potato chips.
On my hands and knees, desperately
.trying to scrub the stain out of the
carpet, I think to myself-are a fe,v
dollars really worth all this trouble?
Ten o'clock p.m. Julie's bedtime.
But Julie has other ideas. First I must
read her two stories. What I don't
know is that two stories amounts to
half a dozen Litttle Lulu comic books"
Then, the traditional exchange of good..
nights takes place.
I start out with "Goodnight, Julie"
and turn out the light.
It's her turn with. "I'm afraid of
the dark."
'''Then I'll leave the nightmlight on."
"Do you want to see my mother's
jewelry?" she continues.
"N0, Julie, some. other time."
"Can I· read· in bed till I get sleepy?
Jf you don't let me, I'll tell my parents
that you heat me. And you won't be
my babysitter anymore."
Knowing that Julie's naiv~ parents
c
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would place complete faith in their
daughter's accusations, 1 relented al..
lowing her to read until eleven. Leaving her room, I ?ount the hours until
her parents come' home. But my hopes
for peace and quiet are dampened by
Kimberly's cries caused by diaper rash.
I never was an expert at changing di..
apers. There never seems to be enough
diaper to go around! Pin-pricked and
powder-spotted, I emerge from the
struggle.
Eleven-thirty p.m. Holding a wideeyed Kimberly, I watch the Johnny
Carson Show. Every attempt to put her
to bed has ended in fits of cholic. On
the verge of tears, I watch her eyelids
as they slowly, slowly close. Finally,
her head resting on my shoulder, I
carefully carry her up the stairs. My
leg muscles twitch from the strain of
ascending the staircase, all fifteen steps,
an inch at a time. Holding my breath
and praying a dozen Hail Marys, I
gently ease Kimberly on her back in
the crib and then close the bedroom,
door.
Walking down the stairs bowlegged
to avoid the creaks in the middle of
the steps, I listen for any signs of protest from the nursery. Julie is asleep.
All is calm.
With my blouse soiled from perspiration and baby oil, my hair straggling in my face, and my eyes puffed
and bloodshot, I sink into a chair. I
wonder how many teenagers are at the
same moment suffering from the after
effects of babysitting. Tire and shak·
en, I fall into a fitful sleep.
Two o'clock a.m. The bang of a
car door awakens me with a start.
Mechanically, I greet the parents and
accept the few dollars thrust into the
palm of my hand. Then the question
comes. How 'were the children? Smiling
outwardly, crying inwardly, I reply,
"Just fine." What a way to make

money!

LIFE
every individual
has
his own
little

babbling brook

of
entity.
and each of these
rises
with the
spring floods
and
is reborn with
new vitality and
adventure.
hut when
summertide's warbler

has
escaped on china wings
and the
eaves
decorate themselves
with icy brie-a-brae,
the
winding
rivulets
lie dormant
in their
beds,

waiting
endlessly
for another
spring's
debut.
-Emily Wayrynen
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PRELUDE TO DEVASTATION

G

IDENTITY.
ME, MYSELF, AND I.
"I THINK, THEREFORE, I AM."
UNION.
"DO YOU TAKE THIS WOMAN?"
FAMILY.
FAMILY PICNICS.
"DOES YOUR FAMILY ATTEND CHURCH ON SUNDAYS?"
THE FAMILY REUNION.
"OUR FAMILY HAS 34% FEWER CAVITIES."
CONGRUITY.
OUR FAMILY LIVES IN THE SUBURBS.
MANY FAMILIES LIVE IN THE SUBURBS.
MANY NEAT ROWS OF NEAT BRICK HOUSES.
CONSISTENCY
SIMILARITY.
MANY BRIGHT, SHINY CARS.
ALL BELONG TO FAMILIES.
MANY FAMILIES.
MANY FAMILIES WHO LIVE IN NEAT, BRICK HOUSES, ALL MOW
THEIR LAWNS, CLEAN THEIR GARAGES, AND PAINT GARDENS.
HARMONY.
BROTHERHOOD.
"LOVE THY NEIGHBOR..."
"AM I MY BROTHER'S KEEPER?"
ARE WE OUR BROTHEll~S KEEPERS?
COLLECTIVISM.
UNIJi'ORMITY.
"COME ON OVER TO TIlE L & M SIDE!"
AGGREGATION.
"IF YA CAN'T BEAT 'EM: JOIN 'EM!"
MANY PEAS IN A POO.
MANY PODS ON A PLA1~T.
MANY PLANTS IN A FIELD.
MANY FIELDS IN A UNIVERSE,
ONLY ONE ·UNIVERSE.
WILL A STATE BECOME EQUAL TO A UNIVERSE?

Cl
:\BOR

-_ -10_ - .

. L.· C. . .
COLLEC I.TE B_
PE CE CO_ -ITRE_ - E.=,

.A.T.O.
" -ITED \IT T_ "[TO_ r

- ITED

NITED D
1.7 lTED AIRLI_

UNITED

A

UNITED THIS
UNITED THA .

.:-=

::LE

I

UNITY.
EQUALITY.
"HAIL! HAIL! THE GANG'S ALL HERE!"
CORPORATION.
ASSOCIATION.
COMBINATION.

MANY CORPORATIONS, ASSOCIATIONS, AND COMBINATIONS.
ALL OF THEM ALIKE
MANY COMRADES.
MANY BROTHERS.
MANY FAMILIES.
"ALL FOR ONE AND ONE FOR ALL..."
A HUMAN MACHINE.
MANY HUMAN MACHINES.
"ONE NATION UNDER GOD, INDIVISIBLE..."
GIRL SCOUTS.
P.T.A. MEETINGS.
FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CQRPORATION.
CITY HALL ASSEMBLIES.
LABOR UNIONS.

A. F. L.-· C. I. O.
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING.
PEACE CONFERENCES.
N.A.T.O.
"UNITED WE STAND, DIVIDED

W~

FALL."

-NITED AUTOMOBILE WORKERS OF AMERICA.
-_ -ITED DAIRIES.
-_ -ITED AIRLINES.
- TED NATIONS.
TED THIS.
UNITED THAT.
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- EMILY WAYRYNEN

Good-Bye L

-Then in '67 came the news . . . .
Lowrey would have only two more
graduating classes, ending with 1969..
Gradually, after the shock wore off,
the ultimate realization brought on a
profound psychological effect. Students
began to convince themselves that there
was nothing in the world that would
allow them to have a full, happy, normal Senior ear. New complaints and
complications appeared. No sophomores
to the pathos of progress, leaving only
a memory to those of us who . . . ~
to initiate, no one to boss around the
Senior Fountain, no new girls for the
boys, and ice-versa. "Good teachers"
phased out, leaving those who students
felt were either senile or callow.
Students made up new responses:
Cut doy\-n on club activity, cut down
on sports activity-in short, cut down
on activity. School spirit became passe,
and LOvrre became· notorious for its
chronic complainers, and dirt-kickers.
But, little did they know the truth of
it, this expression of human nature
was but a fraction of the pits, downfalls and general frustration waiting
for them after they passed the final
time through the halls of Lowrey.
Beckoned back to the· task"! we now
bow our heads, some mockin"gly, with
relief, or maybe even thoughtfully
grateful for the knowledge which has
been passed on to us in these canyon- ,
like hallways. Lowrey had done its
best to prepare us,_ now it must bow
to the newness and sink into the oblivIon of memory. Its smoke-grey brick
__and ecades of tradition will crumhle
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